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PIANELLO VAL TIDONE, PIACENZA

A CONTEMPORARY, SUSTAINABLE 
INTERPRETATION OF THE RURAL 
ARCHITECTURE, FREE FROM NOSTALGIC 
ELEMENTS.
This house is situated in the foothills of the Val 
Tidone, in the Piacentine countryside. Conceived 
as a contemporary interpretation of the traditional 
‘cascina’ and barns typical of the area - reflected in 
the materials and proportions – it presents itself as 
a modern design, free from nostalgic elements.
The building has been designed with issues of 
sustainability very much in mind: from its orientation 
that enables winter sun to be optimised while 
minimising exposure during the hotter months, to 
the construction materials that have been specified 
for their high levels of insulation.



THE HOUSE IS DEVELOPED AROUND A 
CENTRAL COVERED COURTYARD THAT 
FORMS THE HEART OF THE GROUND 
FLOOR LIVING AREA AND OFFERS 
UNUSUAL VIEWS FROM THE BEDROOMS 
AT FIRST FLOOR. 
The ground floor spaces have been designed to 
be continuous with the external areas for access 
during warmer weather to the courtyard and decked 
area from the living room. The ground floor consists 
of a cloakroom and storage area and two large 
rooms that are visually connected via large sliding 
glazed doors: the kitchen and dining area that are 
conceived as a single space and the living room; 
these areas have been designed as a series of 
spaces that lead from one to the other and on 
to the outside, through the courtyard and out to 
the timber-decked terrace. At first floor there are 
four bedrooms and two bathrooms. The floors are 
covered in planks of iroko wood and local stone 
laid in an irregular pattern. The brick of the external 
elevations continues inside to become one of the 
interior finishing materials, along with plaster and 
a large, stone wall with a fireplace and alcove for 
firewood in sheet metal in the living area.




